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ABSTRACT

The authors are studying the response of the pressure-suppression containment system of Mark I boiling-

water reactors to a lossof-coolam accident (LOCA). This response is a design basis for light-water nuclear

reactors. Part of (he study is being carried out on a I/S-scale experimental facility that models the pressure-

suppression containment system of the Peach Bottom 2 nuclear power plant. The lest series reported here

focused on the initial or air-clearing phase of a hypothetical LOCA. Measured forces, measured pressures,

and the hydrodynamic phenomena (observed with high-speed cameras) show a logical interrelationship.

INTRODUCTION

In a hypothetical loss-of-coolaitt accident (LOCA), a steam or rccirculation line inside the reactor

pressure vessel is assumed lo break and steam or water or both are discharged into the surrounding dry well.

This leads to the injection of drywell air, followed by steam, through the vent lines and downcomers into the

wetweil. The steam condenses as it mixes with the water in the wetwell. The pressure-suppression containment

system mutt condense (he released primary coolant rapidly and safely before pressure can rise to a dangerous

level inside the drywell containment vessel. Although no LOCA hat ever occurred in a boiling-water reactor

{RWR) power plant, it i» a serious concern; containing it is a principal design criterion for light-water nuclear

rcactorj
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A Mark I BWR power plant basically consists of the componenu shown in Fig. 1 plus conventional

power-conversion equipment. Together, the drywell and wetwell make up the pressure-suppression contain-

ment system (Fig. I). Eight vent lines run from the base of the drywell to a ring-shaped header supported

within the wetwell. Forty-eight pairs of downcomers are attached along the axis of the header, with their bot-

tom openings below the water surface. The drywell and top half of the wetwell are initially filled with air at or

near atmospheric pressure.

At the request of the Water Reactor Safety Research Branch of the United States Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, we designed and constructed a versatile 1/S-scale three-dimensional model of a Mark I BWR,

using as a reference the IO6S-MW(e) Peach Bottom 2 nuclear power plant.' We completed a series of 25 ac-

curate, consistent, and repeatable air-water tests on this model to determine the vertical forces occuning on

the pressure-suppression system during the initial (vent-clearing) phases of a LOCA and to evaluate the fluid

dynamic phenomena that occur.

In the tests, drywell pressurization rate, drywell overpressure, downcomer submergence, and overall vent-

system loss (enthalpy flux), were independently varied to clearly define primary load sensitivities in the

pressure-suppression system. Because a LOCA is a hypothetical event, each test is characterized by the initial

drywell pressurization rate. This rate is a scaied quantity derived from computer analysis.J

Data from the air tests is most accurate during the air-clearing phase of the LOCA. During later times,

when steam would normally enter the vent system and the wetwell, the air-test results provide an upper bound

on the aniicipaied forces. If steam, rather than an ideal gas, entered the toroidal wetwcll, condensation would

slow bubble growth beneath the wetwell pool and reduce the resulting forces. The final air-test results ob-

served on our facility are contained in Ref. 3, which also lists all other reports related to this work.

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

Primary components of our experimental facility * include a bank of six nitrogen-storage vessels, a

drywell, and three-dimensional (9O-deg) and two-dimensional (7.5-deg) segment* of the toroidal »etwell

(Fig. 2). For convenience, nitrogen rather than air is used (o provide the desired drywell-pressurization
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history. Both are essentially ideal gases, so the lest results are independent of the gas used. The nilrogen-

storage vessels c<in pressurize (he dry well over a wide range of rales. This drywell-pressurtoation rale can be

varied by changing the volume and initial pressure of the nitrogen-storage vessels. The volume of the drywell

it scaled to properly supply both Ihe 90- and 7.5-deg segments of the welwell.

Roih toroidal wetwell segments and the entire vent system, including ringbeaders and downcomers, are

i/5-scale geometrical models of the reference plant. Figure 3 shows the 1/5-scale dryweli and (he 90-dcg seg-

ment of the toroidal wetwell in cross-section. An orifice plate can be inserted into each vent pipe, a modeling

feature proposed as required to provide correct scaling.' The 90-deg segment is the primary test-bed, it it sup-

ported exlernalU with two trunnions at (he transverse center and an auxiliary support at the bottom of one

end; each support contains a load cell. The three-point support system eliminates redundancy that could over-

range the load ceils as dimensional changes, resulting from long-term thermal variations (e.g., daily tem-

perature changes) develop.

Inside the 90-deg sector, the ringheader is connected to the toroidal wetwell by four vertical struts, in the

same general fashion as the full-scale plant. Each of these struts also contains a load cell. Redundancy in the

nngheader-suppori system is eliminated by a flexible joint at Ihe transverse center of the ringheader. The 7.5-

deg torus segment provided an adjunct testbed so thai two-dimensional and three-dimensional hydrodynamic

effects could be compared during each lest. The 7.5-deg segment does not have ringheader or wetwell load

cells.

Before the 1 5-scale tests, we studied the scaling, using instrumented table-top experiments, * This study

established the suitability of the 90-deg sector and (he Mating relationships necessary to apply the final data to

full-scale plants In addition, the features of the vertical-load function were characterized and bench-mark

data were developed for verifying computer codes. The scaling conclusions are that pressure is reduced by Ihe

Kale factor and occurs in a time reduced by the square root of the scale factor. Forces are reduced by the cube

of the scale factor Further, the scaling ofenthsjpy flux ii relatively unimportant because of its weak effect on

observed loads.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VENT-CLEAR1NG PROCESS

The initial conditions present in a nominal-case test* included a pressure of 20 kPa (1/5 aim) in the

dryweil, the vent-pipe/ringheadsr/downcomer system, and the wetwell air space. Pressures below the water

level ir the wetwell differed from 20 kPt only by the hydrostatic heed of the water present. Data from our

nominal-case test No 1.3.1, Shown in Fig. 4, are typical. The hydrostatic head that was present was 0.88 m,

corresponding to the 9-kPa pressure difference between thfl bottom of the wetwell water pool and (he wetwell

air space. Zero time was meuured by an electronic signal sent to a solenoid valve in the line connecting the

nitrogen-storage bottles to the dryweli. The actual start of the test (dryweil pressurization) occurred at about

3 s.

The following discussion covers the various hydrodynamic phases that occurred during a pressure-

suppression test, from before vent clearing through bubble breakthrough. Similar phases were identified in the

table-top modeling study. *

PRE-VENT-CLEARING PHASE (BEFORE 3.095 s)

As a test commenced, the dryweil pressure started to rise (see Fig. 4). The dryweli pressure-time history

closely matches that of a computer-simulated LOCA.' To equalize the pressure, gas flows into the vent-

line/ringheader/downcomer system from the dryweil. However, because the exit ends of the downcomers are

initially filled with water, the flow rate from the dryweli is small until the downcomers are clear of water. The

resulting pressure in the vent-line/ringheader/downcomer system is nearly identical to that in the dryweli.

This can be seen in Fig. 4 by comparing the dryweli and downcomer pressures before a time of 3.095 s.

During the period between 2.990 and 3.095 s, the pressure buildup just above the water in the downcomer

results in the water being accelerated downward and out of the downcomer. This pre-vem-clearin| process is

asymmetrical, as shown in the photo sequence of Fig. S. This sequence views a downcomer as shown by the

•A nominal-case test is one in which the initial conditions predicted for a full-size plant are scaled directly to

the 1/5-scale facility. Initial plant drywell-pressurizalion rate is taken as 0.42 MPa/s.
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arrow in the diagram. In the sequence, the vertical cenlerline of the wetwell is to the right. In Fig. 5(a). the cir-

cular ring of bubbles below the downcomer indicates the presence of a vortex. These bubbles probably were

washed from the sides of the downcomer* by the liquid as flow commenced.

In Fig. 5(b). the gas-liquid interface, located at the edge of the downcomer farthest to the left (farthest

from the vertical cenlerline of the wetwell) is not horizontal but rather slopes toward the upper right. This

asymmetric nature of the vent-clearing process is caused by the flow of water through the mitre joint in the

downcomer. The water is initially above the mitre joint and accelerates out of the downcomer more rapidly at

the surface farthest from the vertical centerline. Tests in which the initial water level was below the mitre joint

do not exhibit this asymmetric nature of vent clearing.

Figures 5(c), (d), and (e) show later times in the vent-clearing process and the formation of the bubble

below the downcomer. M otion pictures show that the gas flow does not cover the complele crass section of the

downcomer. a liquid wedge remains in the downcomer. Also, the moving gas-liquid interface exhibits strong

instabilities, with fingers of gas extending into the liquid region. Figure 6 is a sequence of photographs show-

ing two downcomers and taken from a direction 90 deg from that of Fig. 5. The downcomer in Fig. 5 is'on the

right in Fig. 6. Frame times are the same as in Fig. 5. The vent-clearing process is similar, except that in this

view the asymmetric nature of the vent-clearing process cannot be seen.

Gas flow through the vent system is so small during the pre-vent-clearing phase of a test that the pressure

just above the water surface in the downcomers essentially equals that in the drywell, regardless of the vent-

line loss. The addition of orifice plates in the vent does not significantly affect the pre-vent-clearing process.

Data from tests where the size of the orifice place in the vent lines was varied confirm that the peak vertical

downloads, which occur during this phase, are insensitive to the vent-line loss coefficient.

Pretwre at the bottom of the wetwell remains constant for about SO ms after the drywell pressure starts to

rite (see Fig 4). The difference between the water pressures in the downcomer and in the water pool ac-

celerates the water in the downcomer into the water pool below. Only during the later stages of (he vent-

cle.-uini; procevi does the exit velocity from the downcomers become large enough to increase pressure in the

water pool. The volume of water added IO the pool as the downcomers clear is insignificant. There is no
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measurable pool swell, and the pressure in the air space above the pool remains at its initial value of 20 kPa.

The vertical loads in the 90-deg wetwell sector are shown in Fig. 7. One force trace is the

hydrodynamicaUy-generated load, calculnted by integrating the pressure over the internal surface of the 90-

deg wetwell sector. The other trace ii the load response measured by the sum of the load cells in the three

wiwell external supports. The traces are similar to each other, and the load remains small during the Tint

50 ms after the start of drywell pressurization. Thereafter, the force increases rapidly, corresponding to the in •

crease in pressure in the water pool.

VENT-CLEARING PHASE (3.095 TO 3.U0 s)

The asymmetric nature of the vent-clearing process results in • relatively long period between the first

emergence of the gases from the downcomer and the completion of vent ciearing. The approximate period of

vent clearing is indicated in Figs. 4 and 7. We consider vent-clearing to start at the initial discharge of gas from

the downcomers and be complete when the cross section of gas leaving the downcomers becomes nearly con-

stant. A channel of water adheres to the downcomer wall closest to the wetwell vertical centerline as long as

the downcomer can be viewed. The washing of gas bubbles from the downcomer walls occurs before vent

clearing.

During the vent-clearing phase, gas flows from the downcomers with increasing rapidity. The drywell-

pressure increase continues in conformtnce with the desired LOCA representation. Pressure inside the

downcomers departs from that in the drywell, exhibiting a rapid oscillation as the pool pressure rises (Fig. 4).

The cyclic nature of the drywell pressure trace (high-frequency fluctuations) might be caused by flow oscilla-

tions inside the downcomers because of the complex nature of the vent-clearing process and concurrent bub-

ble expansion. The time span of vent clearing is about 15 tns.

The water pool is exposed to the full pressure inside the downcomers because the water slug is now dis-

sipating. Pressure in the water pool (see Fig. 4, bottom of wetwell) increases rapidly, reaching a peak about the

lime vent clearing is complete. The hydrodynamk download (Fig. 7) reaches a peak in concert with the pool

pressure: the peak wetwell-response download lags by about 5 ms. During this phase large bubbles start to



form in the pool, displacing more »nd more water. In (he transverse plane, the flow asymmetry induced by the

mitre join! is well established (Fig. 5) and the bubble vertical axis is displaced from the downcomer axis. The

displacement is away from the wetweil vertical centerline. However, in the radial view (Fig. 6), bubble forma-

tion it entirely symmetric about the downcomer axes. The surface of the water pool begins to rise, causing the

wetwetl air-space pressure to increase.

BUBBLE-GROWTH, POOL-SWELL PHASE (3.11 TO 3.24 i)

The bubbles continue to grow, interacting with each other as their size increases. Their shapes change

from spherical to ovaloid (Figs. 5(e) and 6(e)), with (he major axis vertical and the diameter of the top portion

larger than that of the bottom. Later in this phase, the bubbles nearly reach the bottom of the welwell. The

water-pool suiface moves upward with increasing velocity as the gas bubbles displace the water beneath the

surface. Eventually the surface water impacts the ringheader and splashes upward.

Pressure in the dry well conforms to the desired monolonic increase corresponding to postulated LOCA

conditions. The other pressures shown in Fig. 4 have a complex interrelationship. The pressure in the

downcomers (and bubbles) is larger than in the wetweil air space during (he first portion of (his phase. This

causes pool water to be accelerated upward and the volume of bubbles to grow at an increasing rate. At this

point, increased mass flow rate causes increased pressure loss in the vent line, so the pressure in the

downcomer (and the bubble) decreases. The air pressure above the welwell, however, increases with pool swell

because the air is compressed. Eventually, the mass flow rate becomes so great that the pressure in the

downcomer becomes less than that in the welwell air space. This negative pressure difference results in

deceleration of the water throughout the later stages of this phase.

After vent clearing, pressure at the bottom of the welwell generally exceeds that in the downcomer (and

bubble), but the difference between the two becomes less and less as the bubble expands toward the bottom of

the welwell and the hydrostatic head decreases. The pressure at the bottom of the welwell oscillates as it

decreases, with one particularly pronounced relative pressure minimum occurring at 3.125 s. At the end of this

phase (just before the bubbles break through the pool surface), the pressure at the bottom of the welwell is
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slightly higher than lhat in the air space, and the pressure in the air space is slightly higher than that in the

downcomer (and bubble).

The ringheader-strut load history is shown in Fig. 8. At 3.17 s the load peaks abruptly because of the im-

pact or the water pool on the ringheader. The slope of the hydrodynamic download changes at this time, and

the download on the wetwell reduces rapidly (see Fig. 7). As the ringheader impact load passes, an inflection

occurs in the hydrodynamic load curve, and the hydrodynamic load changes from download to upload in a

regular fashion. From vent clearing onward, the wetwell response load has an oscillatory overtone compared

to the hydrodynamic load history; this results from the structural response of the wetwell. The difference be-

tween the hydrodynamic and wetwell-response load histories has been predicted using finite-element

structural' and modal' analysis techniques.

BUBBLE BREAKTHROUGH (BEYOND 3.240 s)

When the bubbles break through the pool surface, the pressure in the wetwell air space is greater than

that in the downcomers (and bubbles). Air rushes into the bubble region from the wetwell air space, causing

an inflection in the wetwell air-space pressure history (Fig. 7). The difference betwen pressures in the air space

and at the bottom of the wetwell increases because the bubbles no longer penetrate as closely to the bottom of

the wetwell as they did before. After this, the more complex of the hydrodynamic phenomena have basically

passed, and all pressure traces shown in Fig. 4 rue at approximately the tame rate.

CONCLUSIONS

Peak downward forces on the wetwell occur at about the time of vent clearing. Peak upward force* occur

shortly before bubble breakthrough. An abrupt peak in the ringheader load occurs as the surface of the water

pool impacts it.

The vent-clearing process is three-dimensional in nature, with gas first exiting the downcomers at the

location furthest from the wetwell vertical centerline. This asymmetric nature of the vent clearing is caused by

the initial water level in the downcomers being above the downcomer mitre joint.

• f
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Strong instabilities are present at the downcomer gas-water interface during vent clearing. Within the

downcomer, fingers of gas extend into the liquid region so that the water surface inside the downcomeri ap-

pears to v»ry in an undulating fashion. However, our data do not indicate that these instabilities reduce the

loads.

The measured forces, measured pressures, and observed phenomena are logically related. Quantitative

values of forces and pressures from our 1/5-scale experiment can be applied to full-Kale plants uiing es-

tablished scaling laws.
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Fig. 5.- Photographic sequence of vent'clearing viewed along the loroidai axis (air tesl 1.3.1).
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